2021 Kiracofe Lecture

Thursday, October 14, 2021
Call 205 – 12:30 p.m.
Zoom = 791 534 1780 / Passcode = Temple

Dr. Jack H. Britt
Professor Emeritus
North Carolina State University

“Feeding the World 50 Years in the Future”

Dr. Britt obtained a B.S. from Western Kentucky University and M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from North Carolina State University. He was a member of the graduate faculties of Michigan State University and North Carolina State University before assuming leadership as Associate Dean for Research in the College of Veterinary Medicine at the latter institution. In 1998, he relocated to the University of Tennessee as Vice President for Agriculture. In 2004, he became Executive Vice President of the University of Tennessee. He retired in 2007 and has continued his scholarly pursuits as a invited speaker and author.

Dr. Britt is a scientist, teacher and consultant who built an international network of colleagues, established a robust and productive research program, mentored young professionals that have achieved at high levels and introduced critical thinking in teaching that has impacted careers. As an executive, he led change without creating mutiny, greatly enhanced competitiveness and created innovative plans that have endured. As a consultant, he has mastered emerging fields and technologies, brought common-sense to decision making and provided effective communication to clients and their customers.

Dr. Britt will make another presentation in our weekly Physiology and Animal Breeding seminar:
“Discoveries and Examples on the Path to Timed Artificial Insemination in Cattle”
Wednesday, October 13, 2021
Call Hall 226 – 4:00 p.m.